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Offline mode for music & videos
on music and video services.
If you like music, films and shows as much as us, you probably have one of the most popular music
and video apps around. Most of them have an “offline playing” mode in one way or another.
This mode makes the app download the music or show to your phone’s internal storage and avoid
any wireless usage while playing. As we told you before, sending and receiving data is the most
energy consuming activity for Mobile and Wi-Fi chips. So if you usually end up listening to the same
albums or playlists or have a show you’ve been binge watching and have enough storage available,
it’s better to select them for offline mode than to stream them whenever you play them.
In fact, when you have a spotty signal, you may want to enable offline mode for these apps even if
the phone is still connected: that way the apps won’t even hit the internet for album art or to offer
recommendations. The apps actually work much faster this way!
How to use Offline mode:
• Spotify: Download music and podcasts
• Netflix: Downloading TV shows and movies
• Apple Music: Add and download music
• Amazon: Download Prime Video Titles
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Use Wi-Fi for location services
on your phone.
As we told you before, GPS antennas need to read radio signals from 3 to 6 different satellites to
be able to properly calculate the position. This uses a lot of battery power, because they need to
amplify radio signals from Satellites at MEO orbits, around ~12,500 miles above earth!
This was a problem even with the first iPhone to introduce GPS, the iPhone 3G back in 2008. So
Apple introduced what was then a groundbreaking idea: they used the known location of Wi-Fi
hotspots and cell towers to narrow down the GPS search of satellite signals. Over the years the same
approach was used by Google for their Android phones.
So in case you are using a GPS app while driving, walking or using public transit - having Wi-Fi
enabled will help you have a more precise location AND save battery life if you enable Wi-Fi,
even if it’s not connected to anything.
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Viewing video on the website’s app
saves significant battery.
If you find yourself frequently watching videos from websites, this tip will help you save battery.
When you watch a video in a web browser, all of the application logic of the video player is run in a
less-efficient way.
Most of the web’s videos are on Youtube and Vimeo. So, whenever you can, download and install
the apps and open the videos through their respective apps.
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We use these tips in the most desperate times. But we hate being
stranded with no battery.

That’s why we created ReSnap...
The wireless magnetic powerbank.

The perfect amount of
battery capacity.

Keep snapping while you
ReSnap!

Don’t be tied down by
cables...

ReSnap is designed to get
you to the end of your day.
It’s for the people who’s
phone simply cannot keep
up with them. ReSnap has
the perfect balance between
overall size, weight and
battery capacity. Simply snap
on your ReSnap and get the
extra boost you need to get
you to the end of the night.
Don’t be left stranded with a
dead phone when trying to
catch an Uber…

Taking photos of a
beautiful sunset, a video
of a skateboard trick, or
a photos of your perfect
food is important to you,
so it’s important for us. We
designed ReSnap so you
can keep snapping away.
ReSnap stays right below
your camera, so you can
keep taking photos while you
charge.

We designed ReSnap so
it had the option to be
completely cable free. It
magnetically snaps onto
your phone and charges
your phone wirelessly. And
when your ReSnap is low on
battery, simply recharge your
ReSnap wirelessly using any
wireless charging pad. No
more cables. No more hassle.
No more stress.

Coming Soon!
Stay tuned to our emails to know when ReSnap Kickstarter is launched so you can grab the best
early bird deals and discounts. Until then, enjoy our gifts!

